Hacking Enigma
A fascinating illustrated talk on the breaking of the Enigma ciphers, with a hands-on
demonstration of an original, iconic Enigma machine.
What?
Illustrated presentation on the fascinating Enigma machine story, and
hands-on demonstration when the audience get to play with and
photograph an original, iconic Enigma machine.

Who?
Talk by Dr Mark Baldwin (aka Dr Enigma), world expert on the Enigma
machine and professional speaker with 20 years’ experience and over 700
presentations around the world given at universities, conferences, clubs and
companies, including some of the biggest names in tech (Facebook, PayPal,
Dropbox, CNET etc).

Testimonials
“Everyone at Facebook loved having Dr. Baldwin come with the Enigma Machine. It was hands down one of the best
speakers we’ve had” Brooke Pearson, Cyber Security, Facebook HQ, Menlo Park, USA
“Dropbox has been blessed to have some terrific speakers the past few years, but the session with Dr Enigma and the
machine was truly exceptional. I got an avalanche of thanks for arranging the event.” Scott Joaquim, Security Team,
Dropbox HQ, San Francisco, USA
“Thank you for coming to CNET HQ in San Francisco and telling us the fascinating history of the world’s greatest hack
— and for letting us all touch and play with your Enigma machine! So amazing!” Connie Guglielmo, Editor-in-Chief,
CNET News HQ, San Francisco, USA

Format?
Presentation of The Enigma Machine Story (45m + 15m for Q&A)
One hour talk on the Enigma Machine; the fascinating history, technical explanation and human story behind one of
the world’s most important hacks.
Hands-on Demo of an original Enigma Machine (30m)
Live demonstration of Dr Baldwin’s personal Enigma Machine, where the audience can not only get up close but
actually touch, photograph and play with a real, genuine Enigma Machine, and ask further questions.
Note: format can be altered to suit on request.

Target Audience
Dr Enigma’s talks work excellently as lunchtime talks for employees, evening events where the host company opens
invitations to the interested community, after-dinner speeches at clubs, or as conference keynote speeches.
As a professional speaker, Dr Enigma’s content is pitched specifically to each audience, ensuring everyone will
understand and enjoy it, and he has presented to all backgrounds, from tech leaders, to academic societies, to highschool students.
There tends to be particular interest from those in the software development, computer engineering, IT security and
ethical hacking space, as well as anyone with an interest in Alan Turing and World War Two history.

To Book
Visit www.DrEnigma.org
Email: events@drenigma.org

Price
Exact cost depends on travel (Dr Enigma is based in the West Midlands, UK, but travels globally to present). Please
contact events@drenigma.org for a quote.

Hands-on demo by Dr Enigma at leading tech news network
CNET HQ, San Francisco, Feb 2018

